Finance Board Allotment

Type I

A club/Organization is recognized as Type I by the SGA if it has no membership restrictions. Such a group may petition for any type of funding offered by the Finance Board. This type of group must abide by the policies of recognized groups as set forth by SGA.

Type II

A Club/Organization is recognized as Type II by the SGA if its constitution contains one or more membership restrictions. Such a group is eligible for an allocation and spontaneous programming but is not eligible for a budget or conference funding. This type of group must abide by the policies of recognized groups as set forth by SGA.

Type III

Any Fraternity/Sorority with a new member process is recognized as Type III by the SGA. This type of club/organization may apply for spontaneous programming but is not eligible for a budget, allocations, or conference funding. Type III organizations must abide by the policies of recognized groups as set forth by SGA, unless IFC, Panhel, or IGC governs them.

Type IV

A Club/Organization is recognized as Type IV by the SGA if it serves as an information outlet to the Rider Community through various means of communication. This type of group is not permitted to apply for any type of funding offered by the Finance Board. Such a group is not required to abide by the policies of recognized groups as set forth by the SGA.

SGA Governments and SGA Councils

Subordinate governments of the Student Government Association and Student Government Association Councils may petition for any type of funding offered by the Finance Board.